Batman and Fluffy

Species

Lionhead rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus)

Habitat

Lionheads are a domestic breed, but wild rabbits
like areas with lots of grass and space, which is
what our bunnies need too.

Care

Brothers, Batman and Fluffy are rescue rabbits.
They live together in a big enclosure with a tunnel
connecting an indoor pen to a spacious outdoor
run. Their long hair needs to be regularly brushed,
a bit like ours.

Food

Rabbits need lots of hay and grass with a few
veggies and pellets. Unfortunately, Batman and
Fluffy have severely misaligned teeth and can’t
chew hay. So they have special fibregel on their
food to keep their tummies’ healthy.

Characteristics

A small breed with fur around their head, which
looks like a lion’s mane. Their big eyes are on the
side of their head so they can keep a look out for
anything scary. Their noses are always twitching.

Why we love
Batman and
Fluffy

Batman and Fluffy are two of the gentlest,
friendliest rabbits you’ll ever meet. They love to
snuggle up together and on people’s laps.
Read Batman and Fluffy’s story on the next page…

Batman and Fluffy’s story
Batman and Fluffy were rescued from a miserable life spent in tiny,
unsanitary cages, isolated from each other and fed the wrong foods. When
Clare found them they were underweight and suffering from a range of
medical problems.
Clare nursed them back to health with the help
of numerous vet visits. They were vaccinated for
the first time and neutered so they could be
bonded together. It’s sometimes hard to bond
two boy rabbits but fortunately Batman and
Fluffy loved each other from the offset and are
now inseparable.
Sadly, they will have teeth problems for life and need a special diet to stay
healthy. But the good news is, they are now flourishing and a good weight.
Their favourite things are snuggling up together,
getting scratched behind their ears and binky
hopping outside. This is a special type of jump
rabbits do when they’re happy.
Both rabbits love attention, probably more so
than most bunnies and we’re sure they think
they’re more human than rabbit! Batman is a
complete cuddle bunny and enjoys lots of
strokes. Fluffy is more inquisitive and prefers to
hop around and bump you with his nose every
now and then. It’s his way of saying hello.
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